District - Teacher Education

Summary

Summary

Description

Metricid

Key

District - Teacher Education
(Container)

The District Teacher Education metric displays the percentage of active teachers in district who have either a
bachelor's, master's, or doctorate degree.
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Summary

Metricid

Default Goal

Key

District - Teacher Education Bachelor's Degree or Higher
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District - Teacher Education Master's or Doctorate Degree
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Business Rules
Business Rule Tests
SpecFlow tests for the District Teacher Education metric business rules can be found here.

Summary

Description

Testing

Key

Location
Active Teacher

A staff person in a school with StaffCategory of Teacher whose association to the school and
association to a course section in the school is active.

MET47

Attendance Metric Context

For container-level metrics, the context displays the most recent attendance event date included in the
metric calculation. The format for the context should be "Through (Attendance events max date)".

MET290

Note: The attendance event types included in respective metric calculations are different for students
and teachers.
District - Difference from
Goal

For a district with a metric value calculated, Difference from Goal = District goal - Metric value

MET260

District Teacher Education
Rate - Bachelor's or Higher

Percent of teachers who have either a bachelor's, master's, or doctorate degree.

MET83

Percentage of teachers with bachelor's or higher degree =(Active Teachers with a bachelor's, master's,
or doctorate degree in the district) / Total number of Active Teachers in the district.
District Teacher Education
Rate - Master's or Doctorate

Percent of active teachers who have either a master's or doctorate degree.
Percentage of teachers with master's or doctorate degree = (Active Teachers with a master's or
doctorate degree in the district) / Total number of Active Teachers in the district.

MET351

Metric Not Calculated when
Denominator is Zero

For metric calculations that produce a ratio, if the denominator is 0, then the metric is not calculated.

MET30

Metric State - Positive
Trend - District

If the metric value is greater than or equal to the district goal, the metric state should be "1-Good".
Otherwise, it should be "3-Bad".

MET204

If no school goal is set, the value will be compared against the metric default value.
Metric Status - Positive
Trend - District

If the metric value is greater than or equal to the district metric goal, the status should be green.
Otherwise, it should be red.

MET21

School Attainment - District

School Attainment = Total number of schools that met school goal / Total number of schools in district
with a metric value.

MET257
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